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Abstract To explore the assessment challenge related to case based learning we study

how experienced clinical teachers—i.e., those who regularly teach and assess case-based

learning—conceptualize the notion of competent reasoning performance for specific

teaching cases. Through an in-depth qualitative case study of five expert teachers, we

investigate whether they share a common concept of what constitutes a good reasoning

performance for a set of three teaching cases. We ask expert teachers to reflect on their

problem-solving performances to extract specific expectations regarding the assessment of

learners. Using visual representations of their performance, experts inspect and identify

whether key elements are considered critical, necessary, and useful for the assessment of

learners’ performance. Findings indicate that despite solving cases differently, expert

teachers share a common concept regarding the key elements that demonstrate good

clinical reasoning for specific cases. These results and methods used to trigger assessment

criteria from expert clinical teachers show potential for the development of process

measures in the assessment of clinical reasoning.

Keywords Assessment of problem solving � Teachers’ judgment � Pedagogical

content knowledge � Clinical reasoning � Case-based learning � Computer-based

learning environment

Case-based learning approaches in professional education use teaching cases to provide

learners with opportunities to engage in complex problem solving and reasoning tasks

(Merseth 1994; Schön 1987; Shulman 1992). In medical education, for example, a

teaching case typically consists of a story about one or more problems affecting a
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patient and a scenario for addressing the diagnosis and management of these problems

(Barrows and Tamblyn 1980; Hmelo 1998). Solving these cases requires that learners

engage with a problem prior to receiving feedback and debriefing about how to resolve

the problem in practice. Despite well researched benefits related to these teaching

approaches (Albanese and Mitchell 1993; Dochy et al. 2003; Williams 1992), the

assessment of case-based learning is problematic (Savin-Baden, 2004). The learning

that occurs in small-scale interactive case-based contexts is not consistent with the

underlying learning framework of current assessment tools based on high-stakes testing,

which are difficult to implement in small-scale interactive contexts (Brookhart 2003;

Shepard 2006).

In professional education contexts, the use of teaching cases is gaining popularity;

learners are requesting more cases and accreditation program reviews are promoting the

integration of teaching cases into the formal curriculum. As a result, many institutions are

developing technology-mediated support to promote and oversee the use of teaching cases

in their curricula (Cook 2007; Hmelo-Silver et al. 2010). Adapting these case-teach-

ing activities anchored in an oral narrative tradition (Greenhalgh and Hurwitz 1999) into a

technology-mediated format presents opportunities to study teachers’ assessment practices

in case-based learning contexts.

We propose to explore the assessment challenge by studying how experienced clinical

teachers—i.e., those who regularly teach and assess case-based learning—conceptualize

the notion of a good answer for specific cases through technology-mediated assessment

activities that provides a data-rich recording environment with which to investigate some

of the assessment challenge components of case-based learning. The development of

interactive cases is a task that requires formal implementation of assessment outcomes by

teachers prior to their interaction with students. Unlike face-to-face interaction where

teachers react to students’ answers, the design of interactive case activities requires

that teachers develop pre-planned answers and/or arguments to sustain a range of

acceptable reasoning processes and answers.

The current work is situated in medical education where teachers are practising expert

clinicians in their field who also have experience with the assessment of students’ learning

through cases. Expert clinical teachers can be assumed to have both a shared understanding

of how to solve a case as well as a shared understanding of how to teach and assess these

cases (Berliner 2001). This shared understanding of how to teach and develop students’

learning is referred to as pedagogical content expertise (Berliner 1986). For this reason, we

investigate how expert teachers conceptualize the notion of a good performance to a

teaching case for a specific level of learner. Given that previous research has documented

the variability in the problem-solving path between medical experts for the same problem

(Elstein et al. 1978; Grant and Marsden 1988), we postulate that despite the fact that

experienced clinical teachers may not solve a case exactly the same way, they share

common expectations regarding the assessment of the case.

This paper begins by articulating the nature of the assessment challenge for case-based

teaching approaches and proposing to address this challenge by studying the practical

assessment knowledge of experienced teachers. Building on the idea that one important

goal of case based teaching is to foster reasoning, we use the concept of key features (Page

and Bordage 1995) to trigger teachers’ shared understanding and expectations of a com-

petent reasoning performance. We compare the expectations, answers, and reasoning

processes for specific teaching cases by asking teachers to differentiate between key fea-

tures according to whether they are critical, versus necessary or useful information for

solving the case.
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Case-based teaching practices focus on supporting the reasoning process

The use of cases is embedded in a number of instructional approaches—including case-

based learning, case studies, and problem-based learning (PBL)—used across professions

in higher education contexts (i.e. Medicine, Law, Business, Education). Even if these

approaches differ in their ways of using and structuring teaching cases, they share some

common key instructional goals and challenges (Moreno and Ortegano-Layne 2008; Sa-

very 2006; Savin-Baden and Howell Major 2004; Sykes and Bird 1992; Williams 1992).

More specifically, one shared key instructional goal of case-based learning approaches is to

model and support the reasoning and decision-making processes involved in complex

problem solving. Additionally, the assessment challenge we encountered is not solely due

to the format and introduction of technologies into the equation, the literature on case-

based teaching across professions has documented that this is a shared challenge even in

face-to-face settings (Gijbels et al. 2005; Lundeberg and Yadav 2006; Savin-Baden 2004).

The concept of a ‘‘good answer’’ in these teaching cases is not straightforward: the same

case may not be solved exactly the same way by the same person twice, nor is there only

one way to reach a good answer; moreover, variability in the answers and ways to get to

these answers—which is a desirable outcome when teaching with cases—adds to the

challenge of measuring outcomes given that traditional assessment approaches treat var-

iability in the answer or in the path as an error (Moss 1994; Schuwirth and der Vleuten

2006). A better understanding of the variability in the reasoning path or decision-making

process supporting the inquiry process and the final answer(s) may be the key to inform the

design of assessment guidelines and interactions for teaching cases.

Capturing pedagogical content knowledge of clinical teachers

Medical education represents a unique environment to study how teachers teach problem

solving and clinical reasoning through the use of cases since the field has a long tradition

of using cases to convey knowledge, and it has successfully implemented PBL—a type of

case-based learning—for the past 30 years (Barrows 2000). Clinical teachers are expe-

rienced physicians who have expertise with both solving and teaching patient cases.

These instructional experts are particularly adept at communicating their judgment

strategies to an external audience. Unlike other types of experts, experienced teachers

have the ability to break down the clinical reasoning process into comprehensible sub-

units and provide appropriate explanations for their decisions (Berliner 1986; Weiss and

Shanteau 2003). This ability to provide contextual justifications of their reasoning and to

understand how to explain it to an audience that is specific to their training level is

conceptualized as pedagogical content knowledge (Gudmundsdottir 1991; Shulman

1986). We assume that this understanding of the content in relationship to the audience

enables expert teachers to have assessment specific expectations for the reasoning process

performance of each case.

Performance evidence in a computer-based context needs to be evaluated in terms of an

absolute judgment or established benchmark instead of relative judgments that use stu-

dents’ comparison to rank the performance. This type of absolute judgment has shown to

be influenced by the amount of experience of the person making the judgment (Govaerts

et al. 2011). The development or setting of absolute criteria and standards prior to the task

is referred to as a criterion reference-based approach to assessment (Worthen and Sanders
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1987). Criteria and standards are two terms that are often used interchangeably but,

technically speaking, a criterion refers to a property or characteristic of something by

which its quality can be determined; whereas, a standard refers to the degree of quality

recognized as adequate by an observer for some specific purpose (Sadler 2005). However,

teachers’ knowledge about assessment criteria for a specific task is often implicit; they

know what a good performance looks like when they see it, but they cannot easily predict

and articulate the criteria they use to make judgments (Sadler 1987).

Amongst the different methods used to set standards, exemplars are typically recom-

mended for complex tasks (Shepard 1980). In the exemplar approach, a group of teachers

use reviewed examples of student work to discuss and a reach consensus regarding criteria

and standards for an open-ended task. The exemplar approach is a moderation approach to

assessment that reveals the complexity of the judgments performed during assessment

(Elmore 2002; Steele 1998).

Assessment of reasoning process: concept of key features

In medical education, a range of concepts and assessment tools exist to assess clinical

reasoning (Nendaz and Tekian 1999). Tools like key features (Page et al. 1995) or script

theory (Charlin et al. 2000), which are based on a schema theory framework (Patel and

Arocha 1995; Rumelhart 1984), support the design of formal and standardized assessment

tasks based on case scenarios and vignettes. Schema theory frameworks originating from

the investigations into the nature of experts’ knowledge representation and organization

refer to how humans build scripts or cognitive templates through experience with recurring

events, and has been influential in the development of assessment and computer-based

learning systems (Marshall 1993; Schank and Abelson, 1977). The key feature approach to

testing is based on the concept that most clinical encounters have a small number

of important decisions that are instrumental in the successful resolution of the problem

(Bordage and Page, 1987). Building on this robust and well-tested assessment concept we

propose to use a different sampling procedure and development because our goal and

context are for assessment for learning purposes.

The primary goal in the development of process measures for reasoning is to support

learning, not to build standardized items for selection or certification purposes (Page

and Bordage 1995). The type of cases for gatekeeping or selection purposes does not

always correspond to the type of cases used in classrooms to develop specific com-

petencies in learners. As a result, a statistical approach to the development of key

features is impractical because it limits the selection of cases that have a well-agreed

upon answer. Furthermore, this approach to the selection of important steps in the

reasoning process loses its connection to the context and sequence of the context in

which the decision-making process occurs. In standardized testing contexts, students are

not given explanations or reasons to justify which answers they missed. In contrast,

when cases are used in the classroom assessment context, they primarily aim at sup-

porting the learning process and should provide transparent assessment criteria (Fred-

eriksen and White 2004) that explain to learners the nature of the performance expected

from them, a diagnostic of their performance, and how to address gaps in their per-

formance (Sadler 1987). Assessment tasks in a competency-based approach are designed

to trigger learning and provide tangible evidence for observers to judge and evaluate the

work or performance.
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Study

To investigate experienced teachers’ assessment knowledge we study their judgments

about assessment in a case-based teaching context. In this study we explore how experi-

enced teachers (i.e., teachers who have years of experience with cases) conceptualize the

notion of competent clinical reasoning performance for specific cases. To enable teachers

to articulate explicitly their judgment about specific problem-solving tasks without

drawing on their understanding of an unknown learner or misinterpretation of a verbal

utterance, we ask them to first solve the case and then use a representation of their

problem-solving performance as an exemplar to reflect on and to then identify criteria and

standards for a specific audience. This approach enables us to situate the teachers’ problem

solving performance within the computer-based learning environment context. This

approach also prevents the use of teachers’ normative judgment and rating biases involved

in using students’ exemplars, and it builds on the premise that raters’ judgments are

grounded in a variety of their own experience and practice about a problem or situation

(Gauthier and Czerski 2013).

Given previous research documenting variability in the problem-solving path between

experts for the same problem (Elstein et al. 1978; Grant and Marsden 1988), we designed

this study using the expert teachers’ reflections about an exemplar based on their own

performance to reveal their concepts of what constitutes a competent answer for a set of

three introductory teaching cases. The teaching cases were selected as problems with a

clear outcome or diagnosis, but where different processes and actions can be taken to reach

that diagnosis. These types of problems provide an assessment challenge since arguments

justifying the final diagnosis will vary, and the final diagnosis can be reached without

proper inclusion and exclusion of other diagnoses and conditions.

Hypothesis

Hypothesis 1 When prompted to identify key features related to specific teaching cases,

do teachers show better agreement regarding their expectations for competent reasoning

performances despite their differences in how they actually solve these cases?

Hypothesis 2 When asked to categorize the key feature elements, do clinical teachers

show better agreement on those that are critical, versus necessary or useful to know? We

hypothesized that teachers’ agreement on standards of a good reasoning performance

would be higher for critical components, versus necessary or useful components related to

the reasoning performance.

Method

A case study design (Yin 2009) was used to capture and provide in-depth analysis of the

reasoning processes and assessment standards of five expert physician-teachers for a set of

three endocrinology teaching cases. Each expert physician-teacher participated in two

different tasks for each case. One task required solving a case while performing a think-

aloud protocol, and the other task involved reflecting on a visual representation of their

problem-solving performance of the case to identify important assessment criteria and

standards for the case. This type of procedure is similar to previous studies on expert
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clinical reasoning, but instead of using an expert/novice framework to assess answers and

study the types of mistakes made by novices (Elstein and Schwarz 2002), we focus on

studying and identifying common ‘‘gold standards’’ or concepts of good answers for

successful performances of typical teaching cases. The case study analysis aims to identify

common concepts of competent problem solving performances and to set criteria and

standards for specific teaching cases.

Participants

The five expert physician-teachers who participated in this study were all specialists in

internal medicine and teach in the same Canadian medical school. The sample represents

one-third of all the physician specialists teaching at this institution. For the purpose of this

study, an expert was defined as someone with ‘‘prolonged or intense experience through

practice and education in a particular field’’ (Ericsson 2006). We chose medical expert

teachers who have an excellent grasp of the domain knowledge, sufficient amount of

exposure to endocrinology cases, and are recognized by their peers as excellent teachers.

Problem-solving task

BioWorld (Lajoie 2009) is a computer-based learning environment that enables partic-

ipants to interactively explore patient cases through the ordering of diagnostic tests,

requesting information about vitals, visiting the library, or asking for a consult. Solving a

case in this environment requires diagnosing the medical condition(s) affecting each

patient. In addition to selecting a final diagnosis with a corresponding level of confi-

dence, participants must add evidence that they collect during their case resolution,

including patient symptoms, patient history, or diagnostic tests pertaining to their

hypotheses. The structure of the environment is non-linear; participants can interact with

the problem by selecting potential hypotheses, ordering test, checking vital signs and

scrutinizing the patient problem in any sequence or order they want. We have tried to

make the decision-making task as realistic as possible by providing a wide range of

possible hypotheses (80), diagnostic tests (175) and textual elements (varies per case

narrative) that can be selected as evidence by participants. When participants submit

their final diagnosis, they are required to select and prioritize their evidence elements to

support this final diagnosis.

Materials

Case material

A set of three endocrinology introductory level cases was used for this study. The cases

represented typical instances of diabetes, hyperthyroidism, and pheochromocytoma. These

three cases were selected because they represent prototypical cases taught in second year

medical school. They were adapted from a textbook and tested by a content expert who

was also an experienced teacher at the medical school. The cases were tested and vali-

dated by two other content experts. The cases were described as ill-defined problems

since they have clear outcomes or diagnoses but no ‘‘best way’’ or sequence to reach the

solution.
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Questionnaires

Participants were administered a pre-questionnaire to document descriptive data related to

participants’ areas of expertise, recent clinical experience, and overall teaching experience.

A post-questionnaire was administered to document their clinical and teaching experience

with patient cases related to the ones they solved in this study.

Computer-based learning environment

We used the BioWorld (Lajoie 2009) computer-based learning environment to present

participants with patient cases to solve. Participants can interact with the problem by

selecting potential hypotheses, ordering tests, checking vitals, and scrutinizing the patient

problem in any sequence or order they want. While solving the case, participants collect

elements supporting their reasoning through an evidence palette, and they are asked to sort

and prioritize the ones supporting their final diagnosis.

Procedures

Data collection occurred in two meetings. During the initial meeting, participants solved

the three cases while performing a think-aloud protocol (Ericsson and Simon, 1993) using

a computer-learning environment. Sound and video of the computer screen interaction

were recorded using a screen capture program. In the first phase of analysis the computer

log data and the think-aloud protocol were combined and analyzed to produce a sequential

representation of the problem-solving performance for each case using a conversational

analysis framework (Hutchby and Wooffitt 1998).

Participants were told to think out loud by verbalizing their thoughts as if they

were giving a case presentation to an audience of second year medical students. The

framing of the think-aloud protocol as a case presentation in this manner enables a

conversational analysis perspective for these monologues where we focus on the

intentions and meaning of the utterances and actions performed by participants (Gau-

thier 2012).

The visual representations of the decision space comprise summaries of thoughts in

response to the case content in the computer-based learning environment and actions as

they proceed to solve the case. As a result, the visual representations encompass elements

that go beyond the content or interface presented to participants, including their thoughts

about what else they would do when solving this case on the wards. These rich visual

representations, like the section in Fig. 1, were used in this second meeting when partic-

ipants were asked to first validate their visual representations for each case for accuracy

and then to reflect on concrete examples of their thinking. Each line of the protocol could

be accessed directly when doing a mouse-over or opening summaries. This reflection is

similar to a retrospective think-aloud protocol where participants have the opportunity to

add or comment on their previous performance (Ericsson and Simon, 1993). After vali-

dating the content, participants were asked to select and categorize which elements in their

answer would correspond to critical, necessary, or useful elements to solve the case (see

Fig. 2 below). A subsequent phase of analysis examined whether or not participants

showed better agreement for critical elements, versus necessary or useful elements for all

three cases.
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Fig. 1 Extract of the initial visual representation for Expert 3 for Case 1

Fig. 2 Extract of the visual representation categorized by Expert 3 for Case 1
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Data analysis

The analysis had two distinct phases. In the first phase of the analysis, prior to the second

meeting with participants, the think-aloud and computer logs were analysed at the micro-

level through a conversation analysis (CA) framework (Hutchby and Wooffitt 1998). The

analysis of the protocol consisted of first segmenting and then creating episodes and short

summaries of these episodes, which we refer to as elements of the problem solving process.

The resulting sequential representations of the reasoning processes, anchored around units

of meaning, were combined into a visual representation using Cmap tool (Novak and

Cañas 2006). To segment the transcript we used individual computer log actions as well as

the smallest complete ideas that were expressed verbally. The combination of lines into

episodes corresponds to a set of ideas representing meaningful steps that contribute to the

resolution of the case. For each case resolution we included all utterances and actions to

insure transparency of the coding and accurate summarization of the problem solving

performance. The reliability of the segmentation task was completed on all three cases with

a Cohen’s kappa of 80.94 %. For the development of episodes and their corresponding

summaries that are elements in the visual representation, the comparison of coding from

different researchers showed less than three different elements for the five cases coded in

parallel (each case typically had between 40 and 65 elements).

After participants’ identification and categorization of elements using these visual

representations, a second phase of analysis focused on the convergence of elements

identified by clinical teachers as being critical, necessary or useful for each case. Each

identified element was compared in terms of sequence and content to the four other

representations (i.e., in Case 1, all participants talk about and select weight loss of the

patient). When a minimum of three experts had identified similar elements as having

significance (necessary, necessary or useful) the elements were combined into key ele-

ments. For example, in the teaching case on pheochromocytoma below, the age of the

patient was categorized as an important element by all five experts as shown by the patterns

of elements in Fig. 3a; therefore, these elements were combined into a common key

element as seen in Fig. 3b below. When combining these common key elements for the

five experts during the last phase of analysis we obtained a contextual sequence of common

key elements and individual variability for the reasoning process of each case.

Results

Overview

Participants solved the three teaching cases differently even though they submitted similar

final diagnoses for each case; they ordered different tests, identified different elements as

being significant, and explored different potential hypotheses. To understand participants’

assessment concepts of good reasoning and problem-solving ability, we asked them to

make differential selections of the key elements supporting their final answers and the ones

supporting their reasoning processes. As mentioned in our first hypothesis, participants

show a better consensus on the key elements they select to support good reasoning pro-

cesses than the ones they select to support a good final answer for each case, as shown in

Table 1. However, our second hypothesis needs to be rejected because they do not show

any consensus regarding which key element is critical, versus necessary or useful.
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Nevertheless, if we ignore the differential categorization, participants do agree on elements

that have some importance versus the ones that are not relevant Table 2.

The overview of consensus rate focused on answers or the processes related to each case.

Table 1 shows the consensus rate for answers varying, with 42 % for Case 1, 55 % for Case 2,

and 78 % for Case 3. When comparing the elements supporting the assessment of the reasoning

process, we found an agreement level of 79 % for Case 1, 88 % for Case 2, and 87 % for Case 3.

The agreement or consensus was defined as more than 50 % of participants listing or selecting

elements as being key to support successful reasoning for the specific case .

Multiple solution paths and key elements

Participants solved three teaching cases using different paths and chose different key

elements to support and justify their final answers. No common pattern of interaction could

be found when comparing participants’ interactions with the cases as captured by the

Fig. 3 Extract of the merged protocols from 5 experts for Case 1

Table 1 Consensus rate of ele-
ments supporting the answer
versus reasoning process

Consensus rate Case 1 (%) Case 2 (%) Case 3 (%)

Answer elements 42 55 78

Process elements 79 88 87
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computer logs or the sequential think-aloud protocol. Expert teachers took different paths

to solve each teaching case while submitting similar answers for each case (except for one

participant on Case 1). For example, as documented in the computer logs, participants

ordered between 12 and 20 different diagnostic tests for which they only had two in

common. Participants did not select identical elements to support their final answer, nor did

they take the same amount of time to solve the cases in this study. As for the exception in

case one, Expert teacher 2 admittedly listed the correct diagnosis of Pheochromocytoma as

his initial hypothesis; but due to the very low probability of this disease, he argued that the

most likely diagnosis to be made by a physician or a student in this context should be panic

attacks.

The key elements selected by participants to support their final diagnosis varied. Each of

the expert participants selected and ranked relatively different key elements supporting

their answer for Case 1. The number of key elements and the nature of these elements

varied. The only common key element that was selected was anxiety combined with

palpitation, sweating, and flushing. Two of the five experts, Experts 1 and 2, put more

emphasis on diagnostic tests as being key elements supporting the answer, while the two

others considered them as secondary or not really an important part of the solution despite

having ordered them during their interaction with the case. This variation in the ranking,

number, and nature of the key elements creates a problematic assessment blueprint to score

or determine acceptable elements supporting the reasoning for this teaching case.

Common key elements selected to support the reasoning process

The analysis of the assessment evidence selected as critical, necessary, or useful revealed

that participants showed agreement on what they selected as being meaningful evidences

versus the evidences that they did not select at all. Overall, participants selected \50 % of

the total number of evidences presented in the visual representation. Table 2 shows the

number of evidences they categorized in proportion to ones that represented shared evi-

dences for each case.

To illustrate the nature and sequence of the common elements of the solving process for

each case we provide an example of the common elements selected for the pheochro-

mocytoma case. Only 30 of the 114 categorized elements were not part of the common

elements, and a third of these 30 categorized elements are associated with Expert 5, who

did not submit the same diagnosis—an exception worth noting. Given that Expert 5 had a

different final diagnosis of panic attack, we could have expected a greater difference in the

selection of key evidences for the reasoning process, but this was not the case as his

reasoning had a lot in common with the four other experts.

At the beginning of the case, all experts mentioned the age of the patient while four of

them categorized her age as a key element. Inside the protocol of these elements, Experts 2

and 5 explicitly commented on the impact of age for the evaluation of the current problem.

Then, even if all of the experts mentioned the complaint of feeling unwell, it does not

correspond to a key element since only two experts categorized this symptom as a key

Table 2 Total number of cate-
gorized elements compared to
shared categorized elements

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Categorized elements 144 121 143

Shared categorized elements 114 107 125

Consensus rate (%) 79 88 87
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element. The next common key element for this case related to the patient’s high blood

pressure and the medication she was taking. All participants mentioned these two elements,

either as one or two separate elements and categorized them. The next common key

element identified was the association of the new blood pressure medication as a potential

explanation for the symptoms, followed by symptoms experienced in episodes; the linking

of the different symptoms of palpitations with profuse sweating and flushing together; and

finally, the 10-pound weight loss in four months. All participants mentioned or selected the

main hypothesis of hyperthyroidism and listed pheochromocytoma as an alternative. Other

hypotheses were listed by three of the participants but they did not match, nor were they

identified as being key elements by more than three of the participants. When reviewing

the chart, all but one participant talked about and categorized the elevated blood pressure

and pulse rate as common elements. All of them expressed the need to test for baselines

and ordered blood glucose and electrolyte diagnostic tests.

Overall, when comparing the five individual problem-solving representations for each

case, we found that common categorized elements could be summarized by 11–14 com-

mon elements for each case. These common elements explained, on average, 85 % of the

total categorized elements identified as important in the problem-solving process. In other

words, even if participants did not follow the same path or steps to solve the patient cases,

they had a common understanding of key elements when reflecting on their problem-

solving processes for each case.

No agreement of the differential importance of key elements

Contrary to our second hypothesis, despite agreeing on which elements represented key

elements, participants did not show a higher level of agreement for elements categorized as

critical to know, versus the ones categorized as necessary to know or useful to know. We

tried to understand which element was considered critical, and to examine why there was

not one element that more than two experts agreed upon. There was no convergence on any

critical element selected by the five experts for Case 1. Contrary to our hypothesis, the

differential categorization of elements emphasized the variability that occurred among

expert teachers rather than reduced it. They did not select similar elements nor did they

select a comparable amount of elements as being critical. Additionally, there was no

consensus on the categorization of elements for other categories or cases.

Conclusion and discussion

To explore new ways to support the assessment of teaching cases aligned with the

instructional goals and purposes of case based teaching, we examined how experienced

clinical teachers conceptualize the notion of good reasoning performances for specific

cases. Unlike other expertise studies of clinical reasoning, we did not collect experts’

performances to define or discriminate for optimal reasoning strategies or characteristics,

but we used these performances as a basis of expert teachers’ reflection for case-based

assessment.

For this case study, an in-depth protocol analysis of problem-solving performances was

conducted as well as an analysis of teachers’ reflections. Using the concept of key features

(Page and Bordage 1995), we collected and analyzed contextual expert teachers’ contex-

tual reflections on their assessment expectation and judgment of good reasoning instead of

their own concept of the best answer or performance for each case. We compared what
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teachers identified as being the key elements to support their inferences about the judgment

of successful reasoning for each case. More specifically, we examined how five partici-

pants independently solved three cases before reflecting on the key elements supporting the

assessment of answers and the ones supporting reasoning processes for these teaching

cases. Results suggest that despite solving cases differently expert teachers show higher

consensus on assessment criteria supporting the reasoning process than on the ones sup-

porting the final answers. However, results also point out that expert teachers do not share

the same standards regarding assessment evidence; they do not agree on the relative

importance of any of the key elements selected.

Our findings indicate that incorporating some types of process measures in case based

learning may be relevant, as well as proposing ways to acknowledge variability of decision

making in context. These findings further suggest that the development of case-specific

assessment models may enrich the validity and transparency of the assessment process for

both teachers and learners. In terms of implications for the development of computer-based

learning environments, our findings suggest the pertinence of incorporating more than one

pedagogical expert, not only one content expert, including the potential of using teachers’

reflections to develop and update these case-specific models.

The level of agreement between clinical teachers on key elements suggests that it may

be feasible and relevant to develop assessment models for clinical reasoning that incor-

porate reasoning processes along with other potential outcome measures. Given that one of

the key instructional goals of the case based teaching approach is to foster and model the

reasoning process, it is important to develop methods to assess and support the develop-

ment of this process. In previous work we have documented intra- and inter-expert vari-

ability when asking experts to justify their answer (Gauthier et al. 2012), but this variability

may have been due to a memory issue or the backward type of reasoning involved when

justifing answers.

In terms of method, the use of visual representations has the potential to inform the

contextual nature of reasoning that occurs as participants collect data, generate hypotheses,

and test hypotheses before deciding on a final hypothesis. The representation for each case

provides a comprehensive repertoire of shared and divergent decisions throughout the

problem-solving task for each case. As emphasized by Voss and Post (1988), the display of

argumentation could be a way to judge the quality of solutions for problems that have no

clear answers since there are no universal criteria or absolute truths for many of these

problems occurring in different contexts.

Anchoring assessment design in empirical sampling of more than one expert’s perfor-

mance might prevent construct-irrelevant variance, i.e., construct variance related to the

variance in the data that is not relevant to the interpretation of what we are trying to assess

(Messick 1989). Showing the variance that exists at the level of ‘‘competent’’ practitioners

can challenge the notion of what is and is not appropriate to evaluate. For example, when

assessing learners’ performance on their reasoning process, grading of elements corre-

sponding to common key elements will be different than on aspects that correspond to

irrelevant elements performed by expert teachers but not selected as relevant. In other

words, when learners repeat similar sub-optimal reasoning that experts might also have

exhibited, the grading of the performance might lead to more nuanced assessment or

feedback. Overall, potential use of the case-specific models could improve what is referred

to as systemic validity (Frederiksen and Collins 1989) as it has the potential to inform both

the learners and the teacher about the nature of competent performance. If learners can

understand where their relative weaknesses are, it improves the transparency of the

assessment process and enables a better evaluation of the validity claim and the
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corresponding inference of proficiency related to its scoring in small-scale educational

settings (Kane 1992). Understanding the meaning of the data in relationship to both the

global and contextual nature of the performance standards used is necessary for formu-

lating clear and transparent arguments.

Despite the richness of the contextual data present in the proposed assessment models,

the lack of common prioritization or categorization of key elements may indicate the

contextual nature of inferences made by teachers when assessing specific groups of stu-

dents. Some research on teachers’ judgment suggests that their inference about students’

performance is always influenced by the cohort effect (Wiliam 1996). Another explanation

of this lack of agreement on the relative importance of each individual element could be

due to the dichotomous nature of the judgment of standards that teachers usually perform

(Silber et al. 2004).

As the development of computer-based learning environments is moving forward, this

study suggests that the use of cognitive task analysis by content experts may not be

sufficient to produce relevant content and assessment. As suggested by the adaptive

expertise model (Ericsson et al. 1993; Hatano and Inagaki 1986; Mylopoulos and Regehr

2007), experts’ reflections on their performances may be more useful than simply focusing

on their performance per se to build explicative models of clinical reasoning. Lastly, the

design of content and structures to support that content may need to include teachers at a

different level to develop and revise assessment models that are specific and contextual.

Limitations

The study findings should be interpreted with caution in appreciation of a number of

limitations. The number of participants is small due to the challenge of recruiting expert

teachers with the necessary physician qualifications. Similarly, the small number of cases

presented in this study is related to the scarcity of medical expertise to develop the

cases because each case requires a significant investment of time and resources. The cases

were not designed to be representative of the field of internal medicine, nor do they

significantly cover the topic of endocrinology that limits the implication of the findings.
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